ABSTRACT This paper describes a sound source separation method for polyphonic sound mixtures of music to build an instrument equalizer for remixing multiple tracks separated from compact-disc recordings by changing the volume level of each track. Although such mixtures usually include both harmonic and inharmonic sounds, the difficulties in dealing with both types of sounds together have not been addressed in most previous methods that have focused on either of the two types separately. We therefore developed an integrated weighted-mixture model consisting of both harmonic-structure and inharmonic-structure tone models (generative models for the power spectrogram). On the basis of the MAP estimation using the EM algorithm, we estimated all model parameters of this integrated model under several original constraints for preventing over-training and maintaining intra-instrument consistency. Using standard MIDI files as prior information of the model parameters, we applied this model to compact-disc recordings and achieved the instrument equalizer.
INTRODUCTION
Our goal is to build an instrument equalizer, INTER [1] , that enables a user to remix multiple audio tracks corresponding to different instruments in compact-disc (CD) recordings by changing the volume of each track. While most previous equalizers, such as graphic equalizers and tone controls for bass and treble, change the volume of each frequency band to adjust frequency characteristics, INTER can change the volume of each instrument to adjust the mixing balance of instruments in CD recordings. Because it was difficult to extract (i.e., demix) tracks from CD recordings, however, the proposed INTER was partially achieved only for drums: a drum-sound equalizer, called INTER:D [1] , that changes the volume of drum sounds (inharmonic sounds). We therefore aim to built fully functional IN-TER, i.e., to build an advanced instrument equalizer for more general sound mixtures, including both harmonic and inharmonic sounds. Our equalizer, for example, enables a user to boost the volume of the guitar part, cut that of the bass part, and apply an additional sound effect to the saxophone melody part.
Our equalizer requires that the multiple audio tracks to be equalized can be separated from polyphonic sound mixtures, such as those recorded on CDs. Such mixtures consist of both harmonic sounds from pitched instruments, such as the piano and flute, and inharmonic sounds from unpitched instruments, such as drums. Even pitched instruments generate inharmonic sounds around their attacks (right after their onset times). For example, the piano sounds have inharmonic sounds when a hammer hits a piano string. A sound source separation method for our equalizer must therefore be able to deal with both types of sounds.
Most previous sound-source-separation methods, however, individually dealt with either of the two types and had difficulties dealing with both types together. For example, sound source separation methods for harmonic sounds have been reported [2, 3, 4, 5] reported [6, 7] . Goto [8] mentioned a theoretical way of integrating inharmonic sound models with harmonic sound models, but has not evaluated it yet. Although there is another approach of using the blind sound source separation without any assumptions on sound sources [9] , it still has difficulty dealing with sound mixtures consisting of many sounds and has not been successfully applied to CD recordings, including complex audio signals of musical pieces. We therefore propose a sound source separation method using an integrated weighted-mixture model that consists of both harmonicstructure and inharmonic-structure tone models (generative models for the power spectrogram). These tone models are complementary because inharmonic-structure tone models can capture drum sounds and attacks of instrument sounds. The harmonic-structure tone model is based on a parametric model that represents the harmonic components of a pitched sound (e.g., a guitar sound). It is represented by model parameters such as the overall amplitude, FO (fundamental frequency) trajectory, onset time, duration, timbre (relative amplitude of harmonic components), temporal power envelope for each pitched sound. The inharmonic-structure tone model, on the other hand, is based on a non-parametric model that directly represents the power spectrogram of an unpitched sound (e.g., a drum sound or the attack of a guitar sound) in the time-frequency domain.
Our method estimates all model parameters of this integrated model for each musical note in the audio signal of a musical piece on the basis of the MAP (Maximum A Posteriori Probability) estimation using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. Because the inharmonic-structure tone model is too flexible, however, it can be fitted to any sounds, and the input sound mixture is sometimes only represented by the inharmonic-structure models. To solve this over-training problem, we estimated the model parameters by using their prior information and initial values that are given on the basis of multiple tracks in the standard MIDI file (SMF) corresponding to the target piece.' Moreover, we used several original constraints based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. For example, if the inharmonic-structure tone model captures harmonic components of a sound, it is penalized. In addition, to maintain the intra-instrument consistency, we penalized the tone model of a sound if it is too different from that of other sounds from the same instrument. Because the power spectrograms of both harmonic and inharmonic sounds were thus obtained, the instrument equalizer was achieved by regenerating and remixing separated tracks.
2. PROBLEMS AND APPROACHES Given the input audio signal of a musical piece and its standard MIDI file (SMF) is synchronized with the input signal (i.e., audiosynchronized transcription), the goal of our method is to separate the input signal into multiple audio tracks corresponding to the MIDI tracks of the SMF. Each MIDI track usually corresponds to a different musical instrument part. In other words, our method estimates all parameters of the harmonic-structure and inharmonic-structure 'We assume that the SMF has already been synchronized with the input mixture by using audio-to-score alignment methods [10, 11, 12] .
1-4244-0728-1/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE tone models corresponding to all the notes in these separated tracks. By playing back each track of the SMF on a MIDI sound module, we prepared a sampled sound for each note. We call this a template sound and used this as prior information (and initial values) in the estimation. Even if the SMF and template sounds are available, we still have the following difficulties in separating complex sound mixtures. 1. The timbre of a template sound from the MIDI sound module is always different from that of the corresponding actual sound in the input signal because the different instrument is used. 2. Even if the same musical instrument is performed at the same FO and duration, the produced sounds are different because of playing styles and expressions, such as vibrato and dynamics. These sounds still have consistency, though, compared to the sounds produced from a different instrument. We address these issues as follows. 1. Starting from the tone model initialized with a template sound, the method tries to minimize the timbral difference between the tone model and the spectrogram of the corresponding actual sound through the estimation of the model parameters. This estimation can be considered the model adaptation. We use the integrated weighted-mixture model for all notes of both pitched and unpitched instruments. 2. The method tries to maintain the intra-instrument consistency while allowing for differences in the tone models for individual notes. This can be achieved by estimating the model parameters under constraint by using the KL divergence between the model parameters of each note and those averaged over all the notes of the same instrument (in the same MIDI track).
3. FORMULATION The problem is to decompose the input power spectrogram, 9(O) (c, f, t), into the power spectrogram corresponding to each musical note, where c is the channel (e.g., left and right), f is the frequency, and t is the time. Our method can theoretically deal with sound recordings of any number of sources/channels (even monaural). We assume there are K musical instruments in the g(O), and each instrument plays Lk musical notes. Here, the spectrogram of a template sound of 1-th musical note performed by k-th musical instrument is denoted by g(TI) (f, t), and the model (the corresponding spectrogram) estimated for its musical note is denoted by hk,l (c, f, t). The template spectrogram is monaural because the sound localization information in SMFs is not reliable. we use the KL divergence between g(TI) and hk,l:
We use the following sum over k and 1 of the KL divergences as the cost function of the 'effectiveness' of both the separation and the models: where oz (0 < oz K 1) is a weight parameter. We can prevent the over-training of the models by gradually increasing ozfrom 0 (i.e., the estimated model should first be close to the template spectrogram) through the iteration of the separation and adaptation (model estimation).
The overall process is depicted in Figure 1 Note that the above optimization of m(°) and hk,l is equivalent to the MIAP estimation using the EM algorithm. This fact becomes From this Q function, we can obtain a new cost function, J:
where Gk,l (c, f, t) =am(°) (k, 1; c, f, t)g(°) (c, f, t) + 01-o)g ) (f,T).
J and Jo are equivalent when they are minimized by optimizing m(°) and hk,1.
INTEGRATED MODEL
The model, hkz,l (c, f, t), is the integrated weighted-mixture model that consists of both harmonic-structure and inharmonic-structure tone models and is given by hk,l (c, f, t) = rk,l,c (H1k,1 (f, t) + -'k,l (f, t))
where Hk,l (f, t) denotes the harmonic-structure tone model for harmonic components, I'k,l (f, t) denotes the inharmonic-structure tone model for inharmonic components, and rk,l,c is their relative ampli- Table 1 . This model was designed by referring to the harmonic-temporal-structured clustering (HTC) source model [4] .
In the original HTC model, I'k,l (t) was defined as a polynomial function, but here, we define /tk,l(t) as a more flexible nonparametric function. Because this function is not constrained, it might cause temporal discontinuities in the estimated FO trajectory Itk,l(t). To prevent these discontinuities, we introduce an original constraint given by ,3, / Ik,1 (t) k09 (t) dt with / k,1 (t) dt /k,l(t) dt.
This constraint makes I'tk,l (t) close to ,Ik,l (t), which is obtained by smoothing I'tk,l (t) with a Gaussian filter along the time axis.
Inharmonic-structure tone model
The inharmonic-structure tone model is represented as a nonparametric power spectrogram. As we pointed out in Section 1, input sound mixture is sometimes represented only by this very flexible inharmonic-structure models without any harmonic-structure models. To solve this problem, which is known as the problem of overtraining or overfitting due to too many parameters, we introduce an original constraint given by
This constraint has the effect of making Ik,1 (f, t) close to Izk,l (f, t), which is obtained by smoothing Ik,l(f, t) with a Gaussian filter along the frequency axis.
Constraint of the intra-instrument consistency
The models hk,l (c, f, t) estimated for musical notes of the same instrument should have similar but different parameter values as discussed in Section 2. To maintain this intra-instrument consistency we introduce two constraints. The first constraint is for the harmonic-structure tone model:
where Vk is an intra-instrument average of Vk .1.l, which means that the relative amplitude of each harmonic component should be similar for a particular instrument. The second constraint is for the inharmonic-structure tone model:
Oi ff (1lk (f, t) log -(f t)kl (f, t) + Ikil (f, t)) df dt, where I[k(f,t) is an intra-instrument average of Ik,l(f.t), which means that the power spectrogram itself should be similar for a particular instrument. I-59 7. CONCLUSION We have described a sound source separation method based on an integrated weighted-mixture model that represents both harmonic and inharmonic sounds. We implemented this method and tested it on a small databse to determine the effectiveness of our model adaption by using the EM algorithm. On the basis of this method, we have already implemented the instrument equalizer that enables a user to remix multiple separated tracks by changing the volume level of each track. Although this integrated model is flexible and powerful, we have not evaluated it on music signals, including vocals and CD recordings. We plan to apply our method to various sound sources and validate its effectiveness.
